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HOW AMERICA CAN  
BUILD WITH STRENGTH. 

Countless lives rely on what you build.  

We are Build with Strength, and we’re backed by the National Ready Mixed Concrete Association. 
We are a diverse coalition of architects, engineers, city planners, firefighters, and policymakers who 
believe there’s no safer building material than concrete. 

Our mission is to educate the building and design communities and policymakers on the benefits of ready 
mixed concrete, and encourage its use as the building material of choice for low- to mid-rise structures. 

When you build with concrete, you build with strength. And nothing matters more. Too many structures 
today are built using combustible materials that burn too easily, crumble too quickly, and fall to Mother 
Nature too regularly. These buildings are putting lives and communities at risk. 

With concrete, you’re getting unmatched safety, efficiency, and resiliency. Concrete doesn’t 
burn, mold, rot, warp, or tear. And it comes at a price that’s either competitive or often lower than 
stick-built construction. 
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THE BUILDING BLOCKS 
OF STRENGTH.

Insulated Concrete Forms (ICFs) are quickly becoming a fundamental building technique for  
multi-family residential, school, and commercial buildings due to their strength, energy efficiency, and 
ease of use. If you remember playing with Legos®, you’ll grasp what it’s like to build with ICFs. Take a 
look at how they work—and find out what makes them the best choice for your next building project.

The outer shell consists of foam insulation blocks that are stacked 
together like legos.

SETTING THE STAGE

The exterior layers of ICFs can include acrylic 
stucco mesh, conventional stucco, brick, or any 

other finish system.

Concrete is poured throughout the block 
structure, making it strong, safe, 
soundproof, and energy efficient.

ADDING STRENGTH

Steel rebar runs through the middle of the insulated concrete 
form, acting as the backbone.

REINFORCING THE STRUCTURE

Web and furring strips are used to hold 
the rebar in place and provide attachment 

points for interior and exterior finishes.

KEEPING IT IN PLACE

SMOOTHING IT OUT
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“When you stack foam  
against concrete, it’s the  
most insulated envelope;  
it’s a far better product.”

-Eric Coleman, Developer, EYC Companies

THE BENEFITS OF ICFS ADD UP. 

01. Fire-safe.
Since concrete doesn’t burn, ICF construction can hold up 
against temperatures of over 1,000 degrees Fahrenheit. 

“With ICFs... I truly  
am giving you a  

bulletproof wall.”
- Paul Camozzi, Director of Commercial  
Development, AMVIC Building Systems

02. Energy efficiency. 
With thick walls that repel water, wind, and sun, 
you’ll save an estimated 40% on energy costs. 

03. Standing tall.
ICFs can withstand winds up to 250 mph, which is 
important when you consider the extreme weather 
America has been facing.  

04. So quiet.
ICFs are the gold standard in sound attenuation. Most 
ICFs, with a six-inch concrete core, have STC ratings of 
50 to 55 decibels, compared with wood walls at 38. 
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“I do have concerns about the 
lightweight construction material 

[of the wood-frame buildings].”
- Boston Fire Commissioner Joseph E. Finn

“Fire officials, building officials, and 
fire protection engineers must join 
forces to change codes and enforce 
realistic regulations to prevent these 

unacceptable fires from occuring.”
- Fire Chief J. Gordon Routley

GET THE FACTS  
BEFORE YOU BUILD. 

The recent spate of fires in low- to mid-rise structures throughout the country is raising questions 
and concerns about the safety of wood-built buildings. It’s clear that codes and inspections are 
failing to keep residents and communities safe. It’s time for builders, contractors, developers, first 
responders, policymakers, and residents to come together to create new solutions that embrace 
non-combustible materials like concrete and steel.
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ICFS VS. WOOD FRAMING.

RISKY
Wood burns quickly, leaving little time 
for occupants to escape. Wood frame 
is notorious for shrinking, warping, and 
rotting with little protection from rain 
and wind.  

FAST AND 
QUESTIONABLE
Wood frame may go up quickly, but 
it also requires more labor than ICFs, 
which can increase first costs.

?

LACKS CONTINUOUS 
INSULATION
Wood framing has little thermal 
storage capacity and about half the 
insulation value of ICFs. You would 
have to build walls with 2x12s to get 
the same energy performance.

RESILIENT  
ICFs create concrete walls that 
are reinforced with rebar, resulting 
in a structure that’s strong, durable, 
and can stand up to fire, floods, 
and wind.

EFFICIENT
ICFs create a solid concrete wall with 
continuous insulation that enhances 
energy efficiency and makes it ideal 
for multi-residential, school, and 
commercial buildings.

SAFE
ICFs are fire-safe, durable, and mold- 
and rot-resistant—and the solid
concrete construction provides air 
tightness that results in improved
air quality and is also a barrier between
you and dangerous weather.

FAST AND SIMPLE
Buildings made with ICFs can go 
up quickly and efficiently because 
they cover 6 steps in one. In many 
cases, they can even go up faster 
than wood.

EMISSIONS
LOWER GREENHOUSE 

ICF buildings actually save 3-5% in 
reduced greenhouse gas emissions 
over the building’s life cycle compared 
to wood frame construction.

LIMITED DURABILITY
Wood can’t stand up to natural or 
man-made disasters. Wood buildings 
burn, rot, and are blown apart in 
tornadoes and hurricanes.

SIGNIFICANT 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
Deforestation causes 12% of the world’s 
greenhouse gas emissions. Impacts 
of wood (forestry) are 250-325% higher 
than concrete.
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INTRODUCING THE  
CONCRETE DESIGN CENTER.

A free resource for evaluating your designs.
 
Imagine having the most fully informed design and construction professionals to give you expert 
and detailed advice on your structural building plans. And at no cost to you. 

That’s the Concrete Design Center. We offer you free concrete project design and technical assistance. 
Our team of architects and engineers can assist you in choosing the right concrete solution for a wide 
variety of projects, from multi-family residential to industrial, school, and health care facilities.

Concrete frame and post-tension 
flat plate systems

Voided slab systems

Insulated Concrete Form  
(ICF) systems

Tilt-up concrete wall systems

CONCRETE SOLUTIONS
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We’ll find you a team, too.
You can count on us to do much of the leg work— 
like finding a contractor, product manufacturer, and  
concrete producer. Then we’ll bring that team together 
to provide any input into evaluating your plan.

“They [Design Center] helped with planning, 
design mode, they helped with our architectural 
questions, they helped with the engineering  
aspects for the type of concrete used.” 
 — David Azar, President & Owner
       Eastern Bay Management Corporation

Give us your plans. We’ll give you a report. 
When we evaluate a structure, we’ll give you a design 
alternative that includes quantifiable benefits, like initial 
and life-cycle costs. We’ll review your drawings and make 
recommendations on the wall systems, roof systems, and 
flooring. We’ll also look at the mechanical systems and the 
energy use of the building.

Let us show you why concrete is the right choice. 
We have the people available who know how to do it 
right, how to do it cost effectively, and how to get the 
answers to the right people at the right time.

INTRODUCING THE  
CONCRETE DESIGN CENTER.
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ICF: STRONGER,  
GREENER BUILDING
ICF was chosen due to its strength, durability, sound insolation, 

and energy efficiency. Traditionally used for foundations and 

stem walls, ICF proved to be an innovative building material for 

this micro-apartment-style multi-family building.

01. Structural strength in a reinforced wall.
Beyond the natural strength qualities of concrete, steel rebar 
reinforces the structure.

02. Insulation is inherent.
The project uses 2.5-inch thick foam on either side of a six-inch 
concrete center. The blocks are stacked, creating a continuous 
insulation on the exterior and interior of the project.

03. Airtight design.
Thanks to the block design associated with ICF construction, the 
building is incredibly airtight. Airtightness means less thermal 
energy lost.

04. A greener building.
ICFs use less concrete than a typical concrete building project, 
resulting in a more sustainable construction over the long term.

ROY ST.  
COMMONS
621 12th Ave. E.
Seattle, WA

Completed: 2015
Floors: 5
Number of Units: 32

CONCRETE CASE STUDY: INNOVATION

CONCRETE CASE STUDY
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01. High-performance building envelope.
ICFs were stacked together to form the building’s interior and 
exterior walls. ICFs made for easier and quicker construction, and 
also reduce sound transfer between classrooms, the gymnasium, 
cafeteria, and music media center. 

02. Greater energy savings. 
Richardsville generated enough solar energy in eight sunny days 
that the school was able to save over $4,300 in utility charges, 
and even received a credit of $300 for selling energy back to the 
electric company. 

03. Putting safety first.
Due to the school’s location in Tornado Alley, ICFs will help keep 
the building’s occupants safe in the event of a natural disaster. The 
same is true for fires as ICFs are virtually fire-proof.

AN EDUCATION IN  
NET-ZERO BUILDING
As the nation’s first net-zero school, Richardsville Elementary 

School sets the gold standard for energy-efficient buildings. 

What helps support these energy-efficient initiatives? The 

school’s Insulated Concrete Form (ICF) construction.

RICHARDSVILLE 
ELEMENTARY 
SCHOOL
Bowling Green, KY

Completed: 2010
Stories: 2
Project Size: 72,285 sq. ft.
Project Cost: $14.9 million

CONCRETE CASE STUDY: ICFS

CONCRETE CASE STUDY


